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(57) Abstract : 

The rapid growth of the IoT has led to unprecedented changes in our everyday lives. Among other things, the most common smart 

home technologies. They create a connected network in which automation is used to improve system Interoperability. In your home 

environment they use different devices. This type of automation typically runs on platforms that device providers including Samsung, 

Google and Amazon offer. But, because of malware, unknown applications by third party, and possibly lateral attacks, back-end cloud 

cannot always be trustworthy. For IoT platforms, in particular, two security threats can be identified which could gain unauthorized 

control of smart home devices. This thesis shows SmartMon, a framework which detects such violations of security by statically 

analysing the control logic and parking them with a dynamic execution pattern (SmartApp).  
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SMARTMON: MONITORING THE STATUS OF SMART 

DEVICES VIA NETWORK TRAFFIC 

 

Abstract:  

The rapid growth of the IoT has led to unprecedented changes in our everyday lives. Among 

other things, the most common smart home technologies. They create a connected network in 

which automation is used to improve system Interoperability. In your home environment they 

use different devices. This type of automation typically runs on platforms that device providers 

including Samsung, Google and Amazon offer. But, because of malware, unknown 

applications by third party, and possibly lateral attacks, back-end cloud cannot always be 

trustworthy. For IoT platforms, in particular, two security threats can be identified which could 

gain unauthorized control of smart home devices. This thesis shows SmartMon, a framework 

which detects such violations of security by statically analysing the control logic and parking 

them with a dynamic execution pattern (SmartApp).  

Field of innovation:  

In order to validate IoT device status and to detect misconduct, We have developed SmartMon. 

In comparison to previous studies, we ensure that our method is both reliable and minimally 

inviolate. And we use multiple sources, rather than single sources, to validate and forecast the 

design, which provides a more accurate result.   

Background Art: 

Samsung Smart Things is one of the largest and most user platforms with the integration of 

services from third parties among many IoT platforms. Things Smart are made up of three main 

components: the backend cloud of SmartThings, the smartphone application of SmartThings 

and the hub of SmartThings. In SmartThings platform, the IoT applications are called 

SmartApps and are groovy-built in SmartThings IDE. These SmartApps allow users to control 

and track their home devices according to their own applications. IoT app cannot run on 

smartphones directly because of its limited computing capability. Instead, SmartApps work on 

the cloud platform of SmartThing. 

The iot smart app is performed in a sandbox that ensures the protection of the SmartApp. For 

security concerns, the groovy sandbox environment deactivates some of the features of the 

object-oriented language. For instance, a new class or library cannot be initialized but a user is 

allowed to write its own function and define its own variables. The SmartApp also provides an 

API which is secured by Oauth-based authentication to meet HTTP requests of the external 

application. A method can be invoked by supplying its name as a string parameter by 

supporting dynamic method in vocational process that is close to other programming languages 

like Java.  

 

Objective: 

Our aim is to assess whether the status of a clever device is real, whether it occurred as 

described by the app functionality and apply my Chinese learning model further to predict the 



status of the device and device based upon collected data. Since this paper focuses on clarifying 

and handling smart home-based application-level problems, we believe that our model contains 

no compromise on other components. For instance, another attack type like attacks on 

SmartThings hardware, like the DNS re-binding attacks described in the article, which 

attackers use to exploit the browser and plug-ins for a large-scale DNS re-bind attack. Another 

case not listed in this article is that attackers use only cheap device-based attacks to submit 

requests for leaked data from a distance of around meters. Also in our architecture there is no 

web-based attachment to the smart cloud or specific platform.  

Summary of Innovation: 

We are presenting an IoT event detector to detect misbehavior and malware inside Samsung's 

SmartThings setting. There are three elements of the IoT Event Detector: the DFA construction 

module, a Travel Collection module, and the Misbehavior Detection module. Each module 

functions individually and functions together with a united system with high precision and 

performance. The DFA Building Module performs the analysis functions of SmartApps source 

code by static analysis and extractions of DFA (Control Logic) from SmartAppps. In real time, 

Smart Device data are collected from the Traffic Collection module. The SmartApp module, 

written in groovy, activates all Smart Devices installed, monitors their status and, in the event 

of a specific event, sends out their status via a given API. Misbehavior Detection module is on 

the Gateway and Smart Devices data is concurrently receiving, validating it with a permission 

list and creating validation results from our Traffic Collection Module and cloud server.  

Decryption:  

After we analyze and know the source code logic of SmartApps, we are now focused on 

acquiring and transmitting data at the same time as the system status changes. The monitors 

program in this section is running on the Smart Things cloud and the system type configuration 

of raspberry pi should be first designed to facilitate the functionality of this application. System 

Design has its own system style handler on the Samsung SmartThing platform that sets out its 

functionality and capabilities. We found that SmartThings cloud offers an API for sending 

commands to specific IP addresses by obtaining or putting http requests in other handlers of 

device sort. However, SmartThings cloud doesn't support the rasp berry pi officially, the 

raspberry pi system manager is not available. Afterwards, we write our own raspberry pi system 

type handlers in 252 groovy locks in accordance with the basic logic of the device type handler. 

We allow switching levels, color control, color temperature and refresh capability for raspberry 

pi in this device form handling device. Color Temperature is the feature we apply for sending 

system data as it will send http-placed request containing all the detailed information in the 

monitoring application, via the Set Color process. The Switch Level and Switch features the 

ability to regulate the opening and closed status. We initialize the Hub Action object within the 

Set Color method, which is an object that handles various data and sends SmartThings hub 

commands, and defines the Put, Path and data body method. With this Hub Action object, we 

can send SmartThings data to raspberry platform.  

 

 

 

 



Claims:  

We claim, 

1. We introduce SmartMon as a malfunctioning detection device to detect misconductions 

such as event spoofing or privileges in SmartApps for the Samsung SmartThings 

Framework. 

2. Our SmartMon enables smart device status to be inferred and validated and analyzed in real 

time. 

3. SmartMon includes a DFA construction, traffic collection, malfunctioning, and event 

prediction module.  

4. SmartMon includes main components. 

5. The build module DFA can expert SmartApp logic successfully from source code through 

a solid-precision static analysis. 

6. The traffic collection module snaps the status of smart devices via SmartApp monitor and 

transfers data in real time to the misconduct sensing module. 

7. Misbehavior module is able to verify multiple source traffic collector system status and 

high performance event prediction module.   
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